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Health and Environment Committee
I oppose the "Voluntary Assisted Dying" Bill

Re: I oppose the "Voluntary Assisted Dying" Bill
Dear Health Committee Members,
This proposed bill should be the object of termination itself before it is given life and destroys what is left of
the foundations our country and states were built upon and those which help us to enjoy the vanishing
freedom and benefits we live with every day. Is the thankyou that our elderly receive for their hard work
building and protecting our values and way of life from which we have all benefited from going to be in the
form of gratitude and love shown by the highest possible standard of care and commitment in disability,
aged and palliative care with no costs spared or will our thankyou be to treat them like sick dogs who aren't
worth a visit to the clinic because the pain medication and other fees are too high? and simply dump them
under the bus and forget about their human dignity and rights for that matter which many other Australians
have enjoyed?
How long are those in government who are pushing this Bill expecting to get away with conning the public
that they care about our lives with all the covid agenda and propaganda at the same time as contradictorily
killing unborn and born children from failed abortions and now the elderly and mentally and physically sick
out of convenience or more likely for profit or a political deal?
It's never too late to show some real guts and true compassion for your neighbour by voting down this bill
instead of following the blind out of a senseless fear which makes you vote at any cost to keep your
popularity which you will one day have to do without anyway and which when you do finally do without
will give back your freedom
Sincerely,
Ivan Basanovic
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